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ITABLE AI

UNIVERSAL NUMBER PLATE OROERING GUIDE

* Available for 9CA only

COLOR

DIAL

gCA,9HA 9KA 9LA 9MA.gPA

Black 840677033 8406?9039 840680037 ]40677033

Ivory 84067?504

Moss Green 840677512

Red 8406?7538

Pastel
Yellow

84067756r

White 840677587 840679583

Lt. Beige 840677603

Aqua Blue 840677629

Transparen' 840158968*
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4. APPUCAITON

I TABLE B 
'

5. MAINTENANCE 5.04 Do not lubricate any part of the dial.

5.01 Parts of the dial shall not be broken or 5.05 Exterior parts of the dial should be wiped
missing. with a dry KS-2423 cloth.

5.02 The finger stop may be slightly loose, but 5.06 Clean number plate with a damp KS-2423
this is permissible and is not a t rouble c loth.

indication. With the dial in its unoperated position,
the finger stop shall not overlap the "0" hole by o If number plate cannot be cleaned or is
more than 3/64 inch. marred or chipped, replace (5.13).

5.03 The dial  shal l  operate smoothly wi thout PIASIIC FINGERWHCET
slipping or skipping.

5.Ol To remove fingerwheel:
(a) Check by operating dial several times.

(1) Rotate f ingerwheel as far  as possible in
clockwise direction.

o Replace dial if it fails in this requirement
or is suspected of giving wrong numbers. (2) Insert KS-21107 releaser or equivalent into

small hole located in edge of raised center
o Replace dial  i f  improper dial  speed or gear of  f ingerwheel (Fig.  5)  and push down to

mesh is suspected. disengage the fingerwheel clamp spring.

DIAL
SCHEMATIC

FIG.
PULSES

PER SECOND
REPLACES USE

9CA 4A 10 9C
General station sets. With colored sets or
illuminated dial sets designed for 2-post
mounting.

9CAM 4A 10

The 9CAM dial is to be used, when the
number plate, fingerwheel, and fingerstops
a.re to be added later in accordance with kit
and/or modular telephone set procedures.

9HA 48 10 9H,9L,
gLA,9N

Has two pair of off-normal contacts designed
for speakerphone systems, Also used on
532-, 533-, 535-, 536-type, and 568N
telephone sets. 81741 data auxiliary set.
Data set 101A. 691.4 subscriber set.

9HAM 48 10

The 9HAM dial is to be used, when the
number plate, fingerwheel, and fingerstop
are to be added later in accordance with
kit and/or modular telephone set procedures.

9KA 4B 10 9K Modular telephone panels.

9MA 4A 1{l 9M 525 -type teleph one sets.

9PA 4C 10 9P 529B telephone set.
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